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more generally will we1come his nuanced analysis of native people's responses
to well meaning but ultimately raeist state initiatives.

University of Illinois, Chicago Christopher R. Boyer

The Deacons for Defense: ArmedResistance and the CivilRights Movement.
By Lance Hill (North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press,
2004. x plus 363pp.).

In his Deacons forDefense, Lance Hill directs long overdue attention to the Dea
cons for Defense (DFD) and what he rightly calls, "The Myth of Nonviolence."
Using an impressive array of sources including: archival materials, government
documents, FBI files and a substantial bodyof oral history, Hill argues "that black
collective force did not simply enhance the bargaining power of moderates; it was
the source of their power."! Even the limited success of eivil rights organizations
such as SNCC, CORE, the NAACP or the SCLC depended upon the threat of
collective black violence in the form ofMa1colm X, urban rebellions or the DFD.
As one of African Americans' most successful, if least remembered, indigenous
working class political movements in the South, the significance of the Dea
cons for Defense rested not only in their advocacy of armed self defense, but
also in the ideological challenge they represented for middle class black leader
ship.

The Deacons were organized in [onesboro, Louisiana in 1964 by local Blacks
to protect the larger community and civil rights activists from the Ku Klux Klan
and other vigilantes. However, they also represented, "a growing disillusionment
of working-class blacks with the pacifistic, legalistic, and legislative strategies
proffered by national organizations.t'i The Deacons often clashed with middle
class black leadership as well as the Klan. Considering their rapid expansion
from [onesboro to Bogalusa to an organization with twenty-one chapters and
a national profile, Hill rightly argues that the platform of armed self-defense
held deep resonance in working-class black communities throughout the na,
tion. Despite public perception to contrary the Deacons were "not ideologues or
revolutionaries" as much as they were pragmatic reformists. Hill asserts, "They
were simply hardworking men,-barbers, mill hands, factory workers, church
deacons-who wanted nothing more than quality and justice wirhin the frame
work of the traditional American dream."(217) Though the history of the Dea
cons was "purposefully forgotten" due to their stance on self-defense, their efforts
resulted in material gains for rural blacks in Louisiana and Mississippi and neu,
tralized the impact of the Klan; and much like the "New Negro" movement of
the 1920's the Deacons helped usher in a new era where fear and passivity were
replaced by dignity, manhood and a new sense of self-determination.:'

While Deacons for Defense provides a powerful antidote to the "Myth of Non
violence," Hill perpetuates other no less enduring 'myths" of what constitutes a
political movement as well as of the overall goals of modern civil rights move
ments. Hill acknowledges African Americans' prior use of armed self-defense,
but he dismisses it as a genuine form of political resistance saying:
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But individual acts of self-defense did not in themselves constitute a sign of mili
tancy or a leap of consciousness. Physically defending oneself can be motivated by
nothing more than common sense and the instinct to survive. Armed resistance
had no political significance until it became collective and public and openly chal
lenged authority and white terror."

For Hill the Deacons were politieal because they were collective, public and
sought to expand organizationally' By privileging the "official transcript" of re,
sistance, he ignores scholarship on everyday forms of resistance.6 As Kelley notes
in his Race Rebels, infrapolitics and organized resistance "are two sides of the
same coin that make up the history of working dass resistance.l" Not onlv does
the accumulation of individual acts of resistance shape the nature of power, Kel
ley's assertion that one way to conceptualize the modern civil rights movement
as "a publie declaration of a hidden transcript; a direct challenge to [im Crow
ism by people who had heretofore resisted quietlv" holds partieular resonance for
the emergence of the DFD in 1964.8 By placing the Deacons and armed resis
tance in what Hunter termed "an arsenal of everyday tacties of resistance," the
linkages between Afriean Amerieans' belief in self-defense or the emergence of
collective self-defense in instances such as the Tulsa Riot of 1921,offer a more
nuanced view of the DFD as well as of the meaning of self-defense in the daily
lives of Afriean Americans. Perhaps then the Deacons were organized less as a
reaction to rising Klan violence and the lack of enforcement of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, than as an outgrowth of long-term strategies of Afriean Ameriean
resistance.

Not only does Hill fail to challenge "myths of the politieal" he also rein,
forces the "myth" that the modern civil rights movement held a "singular ob,
session with civic equality."9 The notion that the nonviolent movement "de
flected attention from economic and social forces that reproduced inequality
and radsm-for example, discrimination in employment, housing, and educa
tion ... " perpetuates a "myth" no less problematie than the "myth of non,
violence." As early as 1944, Rayford Logan's "What the Negro Wants" listed
"equality of opportunity" and "equal pay for equal work" along with suffrage ,
an end to se§regation, and human dignity among his prerequisites for first, dass
citizenship.! Similarly, the Montgomery Improvement Association demanded
jobs and respect as well as an end to segregation, and even a cursory glance that
the placards held during the 1963 March on Washington reveals that Afriean
Amerieans envisioned housing, fuH employment, an end to police brutality as
well as civil equality as fundamental aspects of freedom. 11

Hill's limited conception of politics and the goals of the modern civil rights
movement as a whole are indicative of a larger limitation of his approach in
Deacons for Defense , namely that the study is primarily a study of race relations
rather than an attempt to excavate the internal lives of the Deacons and the
communities in whieh they exist. Despite these limitations and some historical
inaccuracies, such as mistaking 1908as the founding of the NAACP instead of
February 12, 1909j or suggesting that states in the Deep South began to ignore
federal authoritv, the Constitution and Bill of Rights in 1960,Deacons for De
fense grapples with a topie of great importance to our historical understanding
of civil rights. lzIn addition to examining the role of armed self-defense,Hill in,
directlv chaHenges historians to continue to rethink black freedom movements
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in relationship to gender and manhood: the divergent strategies of civil rights
organizations; the role of indigenous working-class blacks; the importance of our
collective memory or amnesia as well as how we choose to remember those civil
rights movements themselves.

University oi Washington, Tacoma
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EI rostro de la comunidad: laidentidad del campesino en laCastilla del Antiguo
Regimen. By [esüs Izquierdo Martfn (Madrid: Consejo Econ6mico y
Social-Comunidad de Madrid, 2001. 795 pp.).

Izquierdo Martin investigates a range of political theories dealing with the in,
dividual, equality, and rational choice, and covers political and sociological tra-
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